if X is a normed linear space and X' is the normed dual of X, given x e X and fe X' we define an operator (f\x) on X by (f\x)(y) = f(y)x for all i/el 2* Preliminary results* Let ^g^ be a Hubert space. Assume that B is a subalgebra of &{2ίf) with ^{ §ίf) c 5. Furthermore, assume that ΰ is a topological linear space with a topology ^~ such that ( i) The maps x -> xy and ίc -> 2/α: are continuous on B for all yeB;
(ii) ^{Sίf) is dense in B in the topology ^" (iii) If {u n } c <^ and u n -0 in <^, then (w | u n ) -> 0 in ^" for any w e ^F or J%Γ a closed subspace of §ίf, define THEOREM 2.
Assume i? is as given above. Then B is a left annihilator algebra. Also every right annihilator ideal of B is of the form &(<3T) for some closed subspace 3T of Sίf. IfTeTBfor all Te B, then every closed right ideal of B is a right annihilator ideal.
Proof. Assume that N is a closed right ideal of B. Let = {Tu\TeN, u
Assume that w -T{u) + S(v) where u, v e £ίf and T, Se N. Assume that u Φ 0, and let λ = \uf % (| | 2 the norm on £ίf). Then
(l/X)S(u\v)eN
and (T + (l/X)S(u\v))(u) = w. This proves that JF is a subspace of 3lf. Let ^T =,^" The proof of [4, Lemma 2.8.24, p. 104] implies that R(L(N)) = ^T(JT). If v e JT, then there exists K} c ^T and {Γ n } c AT such that Γ n (w n ) = v n -+v in gέf. Then given any w e Sίf, (wIv Λ ) = T n (w\u n )eNfor all n. By (iii) (w|v n ) -+{w\v) in the topology J7~. Thus whenever v e J%Γ and te; e Jg^, (w\v)e N. Using this result, the proof of [4, Lemma 2.8.26, p. 105] implies that
E(L(N))'BdN.
Therefore if L(N) = 0, B 2 c N, and it follows that J^(β^) c N. Then by (ii) N = B. This proves that J5 is a left annihilator algebra.
If TeTB for all TeB, then whenever TeR(L(N)), TefBcz R(L(N))-B(zN.
Therefore N= R(L(N)), so that N is a right annihilator ideal.
ALGEBRAS WITH MINIMAL LEFT IDEALS
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A theorem similar to Theorem 2.1 can be proved concerning the left ideals of B. Assume that &~ (3(?) aBa &(£(?) As shown in the proof of [7, Th. 5.2, p. 358] , the operators Γ* are bounded on Ah. Also by [7, Lemma 7.1, p. 358] Ti has finite dimensional range on Ah for all u e S A . In a similar fashion a cannonical inner product can be introduced on the minimal right ideal hA, and a ^representa-tion of S A can be constructed into &(hA).
Since S A is a modular annihilator algebra with proper involution *, then by [1, (1.3) Proof. We consider only the case where A is a left annihilator algebra. Also it is sufficient to prove the theorem when A is primitive. For in the general case given heH, Ah is a minimal left ideal of some minimal closed two sided ideal M of A. Then M is primitive and by the proof of [4, Th. 2.8.12, p. 99] If is a left annihilator algebra. Therefore assume that A is primitive. We shall show that S Λ is a left annihilator algebra. If N is a proper closed right ideal of S Λ , then N, the closure of N in A, is a proper closed right ideal of A. Then L(N) Φ 0, and therefore there exists a minimal idempotent e e L(N). Then eeS A and eN = 0. Thus S A is a left annihilator algebra.
Assume heH. Note that \uh\ 2 = \(uh)*uh\ = | w/&| i| /&| = | wfe| ? so that | | and | | 2 coincide on Ah. By hypothesis K\\u\\^\u\ for all ueS A , and therefore JKΊ| wfe| | ^ |ufe| 2 for all ue A. We prove that || || and | | 2 are equivalent on Ah. Since A is primitive, the representation u-+ T£ of S A on AΛ is faithful. Let jr = {Γί|weS>J. By the proof of [4, Lemma 2.8.20, p. 101 ] (/|a;)€^* whenever / is a continuous linear functional on Ah with respect to || || and x e Ah. It follows that any such functional / must be continuous on Ah with respect to | | 2 . Let V be the normed dual of Ah with respect to || ||, and let B be the unit ball in Ah with respect to | | 2 . For any fe V, sup x6jB \f(x) I < + oo. Then by the Uniform Boundedness Theorem applied to the set B, sup^supn/n^ \f(x)\ ^ J for some finite number J. It follows that \\x\\ ^ J\x\ 2 for all xeAh.
Therefore || || and I |s are equivalent on Ah.
It remains to be shown that Ah is a Hilbert space in the norm We note that there exists K > 0 such that iΓ||Γ||^|Γ| (| | the operator norm on ^{^f)) by [4, Th. 2.4.17, p. 69] . Now fix ue ^tf such that \u\ 2 -1. Let N be the minimal left ideal of ^"(^ίf) defined by N = {{u\v)\v e £ίf}. v-+(u\v) is an isometry of βίf in the norm | | 2 onto N in the operator norm since |(w|v)| = |^| 2 |v| 2 = \v\ 2 .
To verify that ^(Sίf)
is not a left annihilator algebra in the norm || ||, it is sufficient to prove that the map v-• (u\v) is a bicontinuous map from §ίf in the norm || || onto N in the norm || ||. For then || || and | | are inequivalent on N, and therefore Theorem 3.1 gives the result. 4* Algebras which are inner product spaces* Throughout this section we assume that A is a semi-simple modular annihilator algebra which is an inner product space with inner product ( , •)• Also we assume that the maps x->xy and x-+yx are continuous on A for all ye A. An element x has a left (right) adjoint if there exists we A such that (xy, z) = (y, wz) ((yx, z) = (x, zw) ) for all y, zeA.
If xeA has a left (right) adjoint, then it is unique. Assume that.every element ueS A has a left adjoint which we denote by u*. Suppose that u*u -0. By [1, (2. 2), p. 6] there exists an idempotent e e A such that u = ue. Then 0 -(u*u, e) = (u, u) so that u = 0. This verifies that * must be proper on S A . Similarly if every element in S A has a right adjoint, then this adjoint must be proper on S A . We denote the norm determined on A by the inner product by | | 2 . Proof. We prove the "left" part of the theorem only. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it is sufficient to prove the theorem when A is primitive. Therefore assume A is primitive. Given he H, (uh, vh) Now we prove a result in the other direction. THEOREM 
Assume that every element ue S A has a left (right) adjoint u*. Assume that A has dense socle in the norm | l 2 and that for every he H, Ah (hA) is a Hilbert space in the norm | | 2 . Then A is a left (right) annihilator algebra. If in addition u e uA (ue Au) for all ue A, then every closed right (left) ideal of A is a right (left) annihilator ideal.
Proof. We prove the "left" part of the theorem only. It is sufficient to prove that the theorem holds for each minimal closed two sided ideal M of A. For then by the proof of [4, Th. 2.8.29, p . 106] the result follows for A. Therefore assume that I is a minimal closed two sided ideal of A. Choose he Hf] M. Then u -» Tl is a faithful representation of M on the Hilbert space Ah. T\ is a bounded operator on Ah since u -> ux is a continuous map on A.
Let B = {T*\ueM}.
We norm B by \TΪ\ 2 = \u\ 2 for ueM, Given uh and vh, then T* uh){vh) eB, and
T( Uh )( Vh) *(wh) = (wh, vh)uh = (vh\uh)(wh)
for all wh e Ah. Therefore ^(Ah) aB. B satisfies properties (i) and (ii) given previous to Theorem 2.1 by hypothesis. Also as noted in the proof of Theorem 4.1, \uh\i = \uh\l\h\l for all ue A. Therefore if \u n h\ 2 -> 0, then \u n h\ 2 -+0, so that for any v e A, \u n h{vh)*\ 2 -• 0. It follows that \(vh\u n h)\ 2 = \Tk nh)(vh) *\ 2 -+0. Therefore B satisfies (iii). Then Theorem 2.1 applies and this completes the proof.
We apply the previous theorems to right-modular complemented algebras as defined by B. Yood [9, p. 261 We prove the following theorem. THEOREM 
Assume that A is a modular annίhίlator algebra and a right-modular complemented algebra. Then A is an annihilator algebra if and only if every minimal left or right ideal of A is a Hilbert space in the norm determined by the inner product.
Proof. First note that A is semi-simple by property (c). Since A is a modular annihilator algebra, then by [8, Lemma 3.3, p. 38] 5* Algebras dual in the operator norm* A well known theorem of Bonsall and Goldie states that an annihilator Z?*-algebra is dual. This was generalized by B. Yood who proved that any modular annihilator J?*-algebra is dual; see [8, Th. 4.1, p. 42] . In this section we generalize this result still further. We assume throughout that A is a modular annihilator algebra with an involution * and a norm | | with the property that \u*u\ = \u\ 2 for all ueA (such a norm always exists on A when A is a normed algebra and * is proper by [7, Th. 5.2, p. 358] ). We call | | the operator norm on A. THEOREM 
Assume that A has the properties given above. Then if every minimal left ideal of A is complete in the operator norm, A is dual.
We prove three lemmas. LEMMA 
If every minimal left ideal of A is complete in the operator norm, then there is an isometric *-representation u -•* T u of A onto a subalgehra B of the compact operators on a Hilbert space §ίf with the following properties:
( Proof. Assume that TeB. Then T*T is a compact operator on the Hubert space βέf. Let {X k } be the sequence of distinct nonzero eigenvalues of T*T. Let {E k } be the sequence of projections onto the corresponding eigenspaces. For all a e I denote by F a the projection onto the subspace βgf a . By hypothesis F a T*T = T*TF a for all a el. It follows that F a E k = E k F a for all a e I and all k. By (3) The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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